
Shopping for the Best

EVANS BROTHERS 
COFFEE ROASTERS

Passion! This trait is at the core of 
Evans Brothers Coffee, defining how 
brothers Rick and Randy approach coffee 
and life. They have always shared a passion 
for the outdoors, family and community, 
which led them to choose North Idaho 
as the ideal location to raise their young 
families. Their shared passion for excellent 
coffee, driven by Randy’s extensive 
roasting experience and Rick’s marketing 
expertise, led them to open Evans 
Brothers Coffee in 2009. Appropriately, 
the idea was first conceptualized while 
riding Schweitzer Mountain’s Chair 6. 
Their mission was to elevate the coffee 
culture in the region while supporting the 
local community and the global coffee 
communities from which the coffee is 
harvested. 

Rick, Randy and manager, Daniel 
Gunter, recently returned from a buying 
trip to Costa Rica and El Salvador. They 
spent time with the farmers, inspecting 
and selecting this season’s crop from 
the top-scoring micro-lots and mills. 
In speaking with the brothers, you can 

feel the passion in which they discuss 
their relationships at origin and the 
responsibility they feel to represent 
these hardworking producers. Says Rick: 
“Working directly at origin is extremely 
rewarding, as you understand the 
incredible effort it takes to produce top- 
quality coffee. Along with our importer 
partners, we can play a part in ensuring 
the farmer receives the financial benefit 
of their hard work, paying more for the 
best lots of coffee.”  The hard work of the 
producers as well as the brothers has paid 
off. Evans Brothers Coffee has received 
national recognition such as a Gold 
Winner at 2013 Good Food Awards, Top 
8 in America’s Best Espresso at CoffeeFest 
Seattle, and being featured at the foodie-
famous James Beard House in NYC.  

Evans Brothers’ wholesale roasting 
business is growing as they continue to 
partner with the best cafés, restaurants 
and markets in the Inland Northwest. 
Spokane area partners include Main 
Market, Pilgrim’s Market, Boots Bakery, 
Little Garden Café, Santé Restaurant 

and Stella’s. If you are in Sandpoint, you 
will find Evans Brothers to be a bustling 
roasting studio and urban rustic café 
in the Granary Arts District. The café 
features handcrafted coffees ‘dripped 
to order’ on the brew-bar and expertly 
crafted espresso drinks. The roastery is 
attached to the cafe, giving an authentic 
multi-sensory experience. Recently, 
Schweitzer Mountain Resort has chosen 
Evans Brothers to be their exclusive coffee 
roaster, giving the brothers a feeling of 
coming full circle since they first dared to 
dream of opening a roastery while on the 
slopes of their hometown mountain.

RICK AND RANDY’S PASSION

Find out about
wholesale or other 

inquiries, call 
(208) 304-5665 
or find online @ 

EvansBrothersCoffee.com
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